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The focus in year 3 has been on online bullying, ensuring that in our modern world children 
are not just aware of bullying in person, but also bullying that might occur online. They have 
looked at different types of bullying, the impact of modern technology on their mental health 
and who they could turn to should they encounter these issues. This has involved the children 
taking part in some online simulation activities on Purple Mash and completing some self-
reflection exercises. They have also learned about the work of the NSPCC and ‘Buddy’ and how 
to keep themselves safe both inside and outside of the home.  

 

Year 5 used the text, ‘When Charlie McButton lost power’ to link with their Anti - Bulling lessons, digital literacy, 
and online safety. The children have discussed the dilemma in the story and how it made the other characters 
feel and respond, as well the consequences for the main character. They took part in discussions on all aspects 
of bullying, played games and used the computers to take part in activities which involved the importance of 
online safety, such as: passwords, then created our own safe password; what PEGI means and the different 
ratings and symbols; using online platforms safely, by knowing what to share and what not to share; what 
issues might arise online and how/where to report them. 

 

This week, Woodlands held a computing day to mark the start of Anti Bullying 

week. During this day, each class focused on ‘digital literacy’ and how to keep 

safe online. Each year group used a book as a provocation to aid them with their 

discussions.  Knowing how to keep safe online is vitally important, especially as 

children use technology more and more. We aim to equip our children for a 

digital life ensuring that they stay both physically and mentally safe and happy. 

Throughout the week, online safety and anti-bullying have been a focus of PHSE 

lessons. 

Year 4 deliberated Webster’s choices-whether they were the right choices to keep him safe online. The  
children reflected on their own, and other’s online identities and how they can be different to the  
identity we present in ‘real life’. From this they thought about 5 top tips to keep safe online. They  
defined bullying as “being unkind to some on serval times on purpose.” The children discussed the  
different kinds of bullying such as: physical, verbal, cyber and mental and looked at the difference between direct 
and indirect bullying. After this, they debated what they could do if they were getting bullied and where they 
could go within school to get help and support or what they would do if they saw someone being bullied.  
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Year 6 have looked at online safety by discussing the book ‘Troll Stinks’. The children looked at a variety of different ways 
to stay safe, specifically password safety– how to create a unique and safe password and what to do if your password is 
stolen (hacked). For the Anti bullying focus ‘united against bullying’ the children discussed how small changes make a 
difference, what respect is and that everyone deserves to be treated with respect. They are identifying how these themes 
are portrayed through the book (film) ‘Wonder’. 

 

Year 2 have been learning to understand there 
are different types of bullying and teasing, that 
bullying is wrong. They have also been 
discussing different ways that people can get 
help.  

 

 

 

In year 1, the children have been reading the story ‘Chicken Clicking’ as a year group. They have also watched a 

‘Smart Safety’ video about how to stay safe online. We discussed the importance of keeping information private, 

talking to adults when we are uncomfortable and being kind online, just like you would in person. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         If you have not yet signed up for ‘Class Dojo’ please speak to your child’s teacher.                                 

----------------This is a great way to keep in touch with school, have access to important 

information and keep up to date with your child’s learning!  

All dates, information and school information is also available on our school website: 

https://www.woodlands-sch.org.uk/  

 

 

 

 

NumBots is a website and app that helps younger children 

practice their number bonds as well as their addition and 

subtraction skills through challenges and games. It will 

improve your child’s ability to recall these facts at speed 

whilst also promoting enjoyment.  

Every fortnight, the most active player from each class will 

receive a certificate and be celebrated in our school 

newsletter!! 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Dates for your diary:  
Friday 13th Nov Children in Need-Sporty or 

spotty! 

16-20th Nov Anti-Bullying Week 

16th Nov Computing day in school! 

W/b 7th 
December 

Christmas dinners  

Mon 14th Dec Save the children Christmas 
jumper day 

Thurs 17th Dec LAST DAY OF TERM 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Lexi- 

Mai, Year 6, who was 

picked at random for 

getting the answer right 

to the WST 

competition.  Well done 

to everyone that 

answered and got the 

answer right! 

To support your child’s learning at home, Oxford Owl 

are providing free access to reading books and additional 

spelling resources. Your child’s class teacher will have 

posted some login details to enable you to gain access. 

Once you have these details, visit this 

website https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ and click on ‘My 

class login’ to enter your details. There is a range of e-

books including our Read, Write Inc. books we teach in 

school and spelling games and resources which support 

the spelling programme we teach in school. 

 

 

 

 

TTRS is a website and app that helps your child practice their 

times table skills through challenges and games. It will 

improve your child’s ability to recall times table facts at speed 

whilst also promoting enjoyment. 
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